
FrontPoint 
 
You should have received the much-anticipated notification that you are part of the next wave of 
FrontPoint rollouts yesterday.  We have taken the opportunity to learn as much as we could in advance 
at the National Conference and again at Assistant U.  A big thanks to those who attended Assistant U for 
sharing the items that stood out to them so that I can share with you in today’s tip.  If anyone attended 
Roadshow training and would like to share thoughts, please feel free. 
 

FrontPoint is cloud based which should improve the speed issues  
FrontPoint is going to replace Account Mgr but you will still have access to it for a transitional 

period. 
Any notes you put into Account Mgr will be available in FrontPoint when it rolls out.  However, any 
notes you want to add to client records after the rollout should be entered through the FrontPoint 
interface. 

FrontPoint will be fully functional in Google Chrome.  If you want to use Internet Explorer 11 you will 
need to make some adjustments to your browser settings.  The instructions can be found through a link 
in the 11/14/19 eStar  

Every user can customize the FrontPoint home page based on personal preference.  Admins, 
pretend you are on a plane and the airbags have dropped from the overhead compartment, set up yours 
before you help your rep set up theirs. 

Most alerts will be in one place, streamlining the way you check for items to address.  You will still 
have to check Trade Monitor separately. 

If you haven’t had an opportunity to see FrontPoint in advance of the roll out, there are plenty of 
resources available within the website.  Click on this announcement widget on the home page to be 
taken to a page with access to FAQs, training materials, etc. 

 
Or from the home page select Training>Training Resource Library and enter FrontPoint in the Resource 
Name field to get access to Videos, and Training Quick Cards. 
 
As with anything else, as you begin to use FrontPoint, if you have any questions/concerns, please do not 
hesitate to reach out to our office.  Once it becomes second nature to use FrontPoint, if you discover 
any shortcuts, features that maximize your efficiencies, bugs that need to be addressed, let us know.  It 
will enable us to maximize the learning curve and best practices for the entire group. 
 
 


